
My Father's Historic Airplane Sanctuary: A
Legacy of Aviation and Restoration
Nestled amidst the rolling hills of Pennsylvania, lies a hidden gem that
transports visitors to a bygone era of aviation history. My Father's Historic
Airplane Sanctuary is a testament to the unwavering passion and
meticulous dedication of its visionary founder, Herman "Herk" Hafer. A true
labor of love, this sanctuary houses an awe-inspiring collection of vintage
aircraft, each with a unique story to tell.

A Passion Ignited

Herk's fascination with aviation sparked at a young age, when he
witnessed the graceful flight of an airplane soaring through the sky. As he
grew older, his passion only intensified, leading him to pursue a career in
aircraft maintenance. After serving in the United States Air Force, Herk
returned home with a renewed determination to preserve the legacy of
aviation.
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In 1984, Herk Free Downloadd a 100-acre farm in Schuylkill Haven,
Pennsylvania. With the unwavering support of his wife, Jean, he dedicated
his life to transforming this property into a haven for historic aircraft. Over
the years, Herk tirelessly scoured the country, acquiring airplanes of all
shapes and sizes, from military fighters to civilian transports.

A Sanctuary for Aviation History
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Today, My Father's Historic Airplane Sanctuary boasts an impressive
collection of over 50 vintage aircraft, ranging from the World War II-era P-
51 Mustang to the elegant DC-3 airliner. Each plane has been meticulously
restored to its original glory, showcasing the craftsmanship and engineering
marvel of aviation's golden age.

As you explore the sanctuary, you'll encounter legendary aircraft such as:

P-40 Warhawk: A fearsome fighter aircraft that played a crucial role in
World War II

F-86 Sabre: A supersonic jet fighter that defended the United States
during the Cold War

T-33 Shooting Star: A jet trainer used to prepare pilots for combat

C-47 Skytrain: A versatile transport aircraft that served in both civilian
and military operations
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Guardians of Aviation Heritage

Herk and his dedicated team of volunteers have not only preserved these
historic aircraft but have also shared their passion with countless visitors.
My Father's Historic Airplane Sanctuary is a popular destination for aviation
enthusiasts, history buffs, and anyone seeking a glimpse into the past.

Through guided tours, educational programs, and special events, the
sanctuary educates the public about the importance of aviation history and
the enduring legacy of these remarkable flying machines.



A Legacy of Excellence

Herman "Herk" Hafer's unwavering dedication to preserving aviation history
has earned him recognition and accolades from around the world. In 2017,
he was inducted into the EAA Aviation Hall of Fame, the highest honor
bestowed upon individuals who have made significant contributions to the
advancement of aviation.
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Herk's legacy extends far beyond his personal achievements. My Father's
Historic Airplane Sanctuary is a testament to his passion, his meticulous
craftsmanship, and his desire to share the wonders of aviation with future
generations.

Embracing the Future
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While the sanctuary primarily focuses on preserving vintage aircraft, Herk
recognized the importance of embracing innovation and the future of
aviation. In recent years, he expanded the sanctuary's mission to include
the development of advanced technologies for aviation education and
research.

The sanctuary now houses a state-of-the-art simulation center where
students and aspiring pilots can experience realistic flight training
scenarios. Additionally, Herk established a partnership with Penn State
University to provide research opportunities for students interested in
aviation engineering.

Preserving a Timeless Legacy

My Father's Historic Airplane Sanctuary is a living testament to the
enduring power of aviation. It is a place where history, passion, and
innovation converge to create a truly unforgettable experience. As we
navigate an ever-changing world, it is crucial that we preserve and
celebrate the legacy of those who have shaped the course of human
history.

We invite you to embark on a journey through time at My Father's Historic
Airplane Sanctuary. Discover the remarkable stories behind these vintage
aircraft, witness the meticulous craftsmanship of restoration, and be
inspired by the unwavering passion of its founder, Herman "Herk" Hafer.
Let this sanctuary ignite your imagination and fuel your dreams of aviation
greatness.

Contact Information:



My Father's Historic Airplane Sanctuary
333 Switzer Road, Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972
Phone: (570) 385-2093
Website: www.fathersairplanesanctuary.com
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